Non-Profit Board Fundamentals: Building Capacity for Cultural Organizations
Presented through Richmond’s Art At Work program, as part of the Survivor 101 series

May 29, 2019
5:30 – 8:30 pm
Performance Hall, Richmond Cultural Centre, 7700 Minoru Gate

Facilitated by Vantage Point

Strong organizations begin with effective governance, management and planning. This workshop was designed for board members, volunteers and executive directors of cultural organizations to gain a solid understanding of the roles and responsibilities of a not-for-profit board of directors. It featured how to leverage a board’s strengths and build capacity for an organization.

This session was facilitated by Vantage Point. As always, it was a great networking opportunity to meet others in the arts and cultural scene around Metro Vancouver.

Due to the proprietary nature of this material the PowerPoint presentation cannot be posted online.